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Some basic reenacting rules and regulations that must be followed
(By no means a complete list)
During battles
1)

Never point your weapon directly at anyone- always point it off to one side or up.

2)

Maximum load for muzzleloaders 70 grains of black powder

3)

Minimum distance between combatants to fire is 10 yards/30 feet

4)

Minimum distance between infantry and artillery is 20 yards/60 feet

5)

Only when a real emergency arises should you yell"medic".

6)

Red blocks near artillery show minimum safe distance for them to fire

7)

When scenario calls for advancing on artillery, never fire your weapon once inside the red bocks

8)

Always have weapon, ammo and equipment

9)

Artillery with both implements

inspected before beginning of first battle

held above the wheel hubs means the gun is LOADED. Do not

approach.
10) Rammers, knives and bayonets are NEVER to be drawn on the battlefield.
You will be expected to follow commands and act in an appropriate

manner when on the

battlefield.
You will be expected to maintain a period correct appearance and have appropriate

chairs and

such while in ACWC camp-along with any family members that wish to remain in camp with the
rest of the group during public visiting hours.
Thank you for your interest in the Arizona Civil War Council, American Civil War History and
reenacting in general. Please feel free to ask any questions and declare any issues you might
have.

I have read the Rules and Regs and agree to abide by them.
I acknowledge that by paying a fee for temporary

membership,

coverage by ACWC inc. for the duration of my participation

SIGNATURE/DATE

I am granted insurance

ONLY and ONLY at the event proper.

